For Immediate Release

Buffalo Bills Safety Jonathan Meeks Partners with Food for the Hungry

Nashville, Tenn. - March 23, 2017 - Buffalo Bills Safety Jonathan Meeks has joined hands with international nonprofit Food for the Hungry as a Pro Player Partner. Under the new partnership, Meeks and his fiancée, Anitra Hall, will introduce and connect fans to Food for the Hungry and share with them its mission to end poverty worldwide, giving their audience a glimpse into the long-term investments the organization is making in communities around the world.

“To whom much is given, much is required. I feel like that’s a part of our spiritual journey...to show others that we could not only be blessed and try to collect items and material things and say we’re blessed, but we’re blessed because we’re able to bless others and give back to other people,” said Meeks. “Anitra and I are excited to be a part of what Food for the Hungry is doing in communities around the world to end poverty.”

Food for the Hungry provides innovative, community-specific resources to vulnerable people in more than 20 countries, equipping them to invest in their own development and empowering them to thrive.

“Jonathan and Anitra have a heart for giving back and using what they’ve been blessed with to help others. We are thrilled to have them as partners and advocates for our mission, helping us spread the word and empower communities to lift themselves out of poverty,” said Milam Byers, Manager of Sports Partnerships with Food for the Hungry.

To learn more about Meeks’ partnership with Food for the Hungry, visit his Pro Player Partner page.

About Food for the Hungry
Inspired and led by our Christian beliefs, we faithfully serve vulnerable people across the globe without regard to race, creed or nationality and without adverse distinction of any kind. We serve without stipulation or expectation and on the basis of need alone. We strive to respect the culture and customs of the people we serve in order to preserve their humanity and dignity. For more information, visit www.fh.org.